COLLECTOR LICENSE AND DISCLOSURES
This Collector License and Disclosures (this “License”) states the rights that All Smilesss LLC (“All
Smilesss”) grants to the owners of NFTs minted and sold by All Smilesss and provides certain disclosures
regarding those NFTs.
1.

2.

Defined Terms:
(a)

“Associated Artwork” means one of the 8,888 artworks created by artist Waheed Zai of
All Smilesss as part of its first NFT collection.

(b)

“Collector” with respect to any Smilesss NFT means, as of any time, the person who is
recorded as the owner of such Smilesss NFT at such time on the Ethereum blockchain.

(c)

“Fan Art” means, with respect to any Smilesss NFT, a derivative work created by the
applicable Collector based upon the applicable Associated Artwork.

(d)

“Objectionable Materials” means materials that (i) violate any copyright, trademark,
right of publicity, right of privacy or other right of any person, (ii) disparage any person
or group, (iii) could be considered defamatory, harmful, obscene, pornographic, sexually
explicit, indecent, lewd, violent, abusive, profane, insulting, threatening, harassing,
hateful or otherwise objectionable, (iv) encourage or otherwise depict or glamorize drug
use (including alcohol and cigarettes), characterize violence as acceptable, glamorous or
desirable or contain any personal contact information or other personal information
identifying any third party, or (v) otherwise could impair the good name or reputation of
All Smilesss, as determined by All Smilesss in its sole discretion.

(e)

“Smilesss NFT” means a one-of-a-kind, non-fungible, cryptographic token minted by or
for Smilesss for which there is no copy or substitute that is stored on the Ethereum
blockchain and is linked to and represents an item of Associated Artwork.

License Granted:
(a)

Subject to the conditions and restrictions in this License, All Smilesss grants the
Collector with respect to any Smilesss NFT the nonexclusive right to publicly display the
applicable Associated Artwork, to create Fan Art based on such Associated Artwork, and
to publicly display such Fan Art, in each case solely for non-commercial purposes. No
rights are granted to display any Associated Artwork or any Fan Art for any commercial
purpose. Collector has no right to assign, hypothecate or otherwise transfer such license
or to grant sublicenses under such license, and any purported assignment, hypothecation,
transfer or sublicense will be of no force or effect.

(b)

You agree that you will not, and you acknowledge that you are not licensed or otherwise
authorized to, (i) create any Fan Art that, or that includes, references or links to, any
Objectionable Materials or (ii) display any Smilesss NFT or any Fan Art on any website
or platform that includes or links to any Objectionable Materials or that is associated with
any person, group or ideology that disparages any person or group or is for any other
reason controversial, objectionable or inappropriate, as determined by All Smilesss in its
sole discretion.

3.

(c)

You acknowledge and understand that any creation of any Fan Art and any public display
of any Smilesss NFT or Fan Art that is not authorized under this License would infringe
All Smilesss’ (or its licensors’) intellectual property rights. Accordingly, if you create
any Fan Art or publicly display any Smilesss NFT or Fan Art without authorization, the
license granted to you under this License will automatically terminate, you will have no
further right to create Fan Art or publicly display and Smilesss NFT or Fan Art, and you
will be required to promptly take down all public displays of any Smilesss NFT or Fan
Art, including any social media postings thereof. Any continued public display after such
termination will constitute a continuing infringement of All Smilesss’ intellectual
property rights.

(d)

The license granted in this License will immediately terminate if the Collector transfers
the applicable Smilesss NFT. When that happens (if ever), the new Collector of such
Smilesss NFT (i.e., the new owner of such Smilesss NFT as recorded on the Ethereum
blockchain) will have the rights granted in this License. After such sale, the former
Collector will have no right to create any Fan Art or to make any new publicly display of
the Smilesss NFT or any Fan Art, provided that the former Collector will not be required
to take down any then-existing public displays of the applicable Smilesss NFT or related
Fan Art except as provided in paragraph 2(c). For the avoidance of doubt, Smilesss does
not grant any rights in or to Fan Art created by any person other than the then-current
owner of the applicable Smilesss NFT. Accordingly, a purchaser of a Smilesss NFT
receives no rights hereunder to display or otherwise with respect to any Fan Art created
by any prior owner of such Smilesss NFT.

(e)

All Smilesss retains all copyrights, trademark rights and other intellectual property rights
in or relating to any Smilesss NFT, including, but not limited to, the Associated Artwork.
All Smilesss reserves all rights that are not expressly granted in this License. Without
limiting the foregoing, no right is granted to publicly display any Associated Artwork or
Fan Art for any commercial purpose or to make or distribute copies of any Associated
Artwork or any Fan Art, except solely to the extent reasonably necessary to exercise the
non-commercial public display rights granted herein.

Disclosures:
(a)

All Smilesss makes no warranties to you whatsoever. Any Smilesss NFT and any related
services are provided AS IS.

(b)

The Smilesss NFT is not a medium of exchange and is not convertible virtual currency.
The Smilesss NFT has no inherent monetary value whatsoever.

(c)

The Smilesss NFT may be lost, corrupted, damaged or stolen or become inaccessible, and
All Smilesss will not have any liability hereunder or otherwise arising out of or relating to
the loss, corruption or theft of or damage to any Smilesss NFT.

(d)

The regulatory regime governing blockchain technologies and non-fungible tokens is
uncertain, and new regulations or policies may materially affect you and/or your rights
relating to your Smilesss NFT in ways that are not currently anticipated.

(e)

You have no rights vis-à-vis All Smilesss relating to any Smilesss NFT, except as
expressly specified in this License.

